Operational Capability: Neutron cross-section data are fundamental for the design of nuclear interrogation systems, the maintenance of nuclear materials and waste, and the understanding the consequences of nuclear catastrophe. Although a large body of nuclear data exists, it is often old, unreliable, or poorly determined. For several years we have collaborated, as part of an IAEA Coordinated Research Project, to precisely measure the partial thermal neutron gamma ray cross sections for all elements from hydrogen to uranium at the Budapest Reactor. These data will replace the unreliable tables of Lone et al [1] , still widely in use, and will be published as an IAEA TECDOC.
A byproduct of this effort is the determination of precise total isotopic cross sections for most isotopes. A summary of our results for selected light elements is shown in Table 1 . The cross sections for neutron capture on 6 Li and 12 C disagree significantly with the compilation by Mughaghab et al [2] and may be critical for reactor calculations. Many other discrepancies have been found for heavier elements. Dr. Mughabghab has agreed to help evaluate these new results.
Isotope σ σ σ σ(Literature) σ σ σ σ(this work) 1 Thermal neutron-induced fission yield data are sparse, but necessary for analyzing fissile materials. These data are typically provided by the semi-empirical database of England and Rider [3] . England and Rider were constrained to produce a database that conserves mass for nuclear reactor calculations and had to rely on theory or assumptions to get many values. The quantitative accuracy of their results is questionable. Preliminary fission yield values, from neutron-induced fission on 235 U measured at Budapest are shown in Table 2 . The yield of 134 Te appears to be discrepant by 20%.
The experimental facilities at the Budapest Reactor are shown in Figure 1 . The 5×10 7 n/cm 2 s cold neutron beam is uniquely suited for precise measurements of partial gamma-ray and total isotopic thermal neutron cross sections and fission yields for all elements including to the actinides. Development of a more reliable neutron cross-section database will benefit all users who do calculations with nuclear data for nuclear engineering, criticality studies, nuclear nonproliferation, neutron interrogation technologies, and materials research. They also provide a wealth of fundamental new information to nuclear scientists and astrophysics about the nuclear structure and decay of neutron rich nuclei. 100 Technical Approach: The unparalleled precision of the Budapest cross section measurements was achieved by measuring the gamma-ray spectra for compounds with well-known stoichiometry where one of the components is a cross section standard, preferably hydrogen or nitrogen. In some cases the secondary standard chlorine was used. Internal standardization directly provides the cross section for the element of interest without requiring corrections for source geometry, neutron flux, or other variables that plagued previous experiments. For most cases several compounds of an element are analyzed to obtain redundant information for quality assurance. Partial gamma ray cross sections are measured directly, and the total cross sections are inferred from total intensity populating an isotopes ground state or, for lighter elements, from the total primary gamma ray intensity.
Isotope %Yield(England) %Yield(this work)
Special emphasis will go towards measurements of isotopes whose cross sections deviate significantly from Mughaghab's values [2] . Additional separated isotope measurements will be performed to gain more complete information. New data will be measured for the isotopes 233 Fission yields will be determined by quantitative gamma-gamma coincidence spectroscopy with an array consisting of two HPGE clover detectors surrounding the target. Each clover contains four, tightly-packed HPGe detectors that can be operated either independently or to add back Compton scattered or annihilation photons, providing the highest possible total peak efficiency. We can obtain 3-fold and greater coincidence data, analogous to that measured with GAMMASPHERE detector at LBNL. This is achieved using closer detector geometry, which is possible due to the lower multiplicity of fission. Detector efficiency will be calibrated to a precision of less than 1%, over the energy range of 0-11 MeV, using techniques developed at Budapest. A beam chopper is available to study fission product decays and delineate the independent and cumulative fission yields. The Budapest Reactor has two nearly identical cold neutron beam lines, so data can be acquired continuously for many months without impacting other research. Data will be written to tape in event mode for off-line analysis by conventional techniques, and the coincidence data will be a resource to the broad nuclear research community for future studies. 7 n/cm 2 s neutron beam arrives from the right in the neutron guide. We propose replacing the current detector with 2 clover detectors that can achieve high coincidence efficiency in a close geometry and do not require Compton suppression because of their photon add-back capability.
1) Year 1 -Acquire clover detectors, install and calibrate data acquisition systems, continue partial gamma cross-section measurements and evaluate total cross sections. 2) Year 2 -Continue cross section measurements and evaluation and begin measuring fission product yields. 3) Year 3 -Complete cross section evaluation, continue measuring fission product yields, and begin analyzing fission product yield data. 4) Year 4 -Conclude fission product yield measurements and continue analyzing fission product yields. 5) Year 5 -Complete evaluation of fission product yields and disseminate all results.
The individuals listed on this proposal, their students, and the proposed postdoctoral candidate will perform all of this work. We will solicit additional collaborators to join the project at their own expense, and expect to expand collaboration.
Deliverables: We will provide a complete and accurate database of thermal neutron crosssections and fission product yields. These data will be published in the open literature and provided to the nuclear data community for incorporation into ENDF/B and the other databases of the US defense laboratories. The evaluated data will be available on the Internet, and the experimental data will be available to qualified users. These data will be made available at no charge, and no commercial exploitation is planned.
